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ADV  Adventure
AGY  Anthology
ANI  Animals
ANT  Antiques/ Collectibles
ART  Art/Architecture
AUT  Automotive
BIO  Biography/ Autobiography
BLI  African-American Interest
BUS  Business/ Economics
CAR  Career/Jobs
CKG  Cooking
COM  Computer
CUR  Current Events
DIT  Dictionary/ Thesaurus
DRA  Drama/Films/ Plays
EDU  Education
ENV  Environmental
FAM  Family/Marriage
FAN  Fantasy
FIC  General Fiction
FIN  Investments/ Personal Finance
GAM  Games/Puzzles
GAR  Gardening
GRA  Graphic Novels
HEA  Health/Diet/Exercise
HIF  Historical Fiction
HIS  History
HMR  Home Repair/ Decorating
HOB  Hobbies/Crafts
HOL  Holidays
HOR  Horror
HUM  Humor
JVE  Juvenile/Ages 5-8
JVI  Juvenile/Ages 8-12
JVP  Juvenile/Preschool
JVV  Juvenile/Ages 13-18
LAN  Language
LAT  Latin Fiction
LIF  Lifestyle
LIT  Literature/Classics
LTC  Literature/ Contemporary
MED  Medical
MLC  Multi cultural
MOT  Inspirational/ Motivational
MOV  Movie/TV Tie-In
MUS  Music/Dance
MYS  Mystery
NAT  Nature
NEW  New Age
NTV  Native American
OCC  Occult
OCF  Occult Fiction
PAR  Parenting/ Childbirth
PHI  Philosophy
PHO  Photography
POE  Poetry
POL  Politics
POP  Popular Culture
PDY  Psychology/ Self Help
REC  Recovery
REF  Reference/ General
REL  Religious
RFL  Reference/ Foreign Languages
ROM  Romance
SCI  Science
SEX  Sexuality
SFF  Science Fiction
SOC  Sociology
SPA  Spanish
SPO  Sports/ Recreation
SUS  Suspense
SW  Southwest
TAX  Tax Preparation
TRD  Travel/Domestic
TRF  Travel/Foreign
TRU  True Crime
WES  Western
WOM  Women’s Studies
XMS  Christmas
BIO  Lab girl
Jahren, Hope  LP-5028
Acclaimed scientist Hope Jahren has built three laboratories in which she's studied trees, flowers, seeds, and soil. Her first book might have been a revelatory treatise on plant life. Lab Girl is that, but it is also so much more. Because in it, Jahren also shares with us her inspiring life story, in prose that takes your breath away.

BIO  I am Malala
Yousafzai, Malala  LP-5018
When the Taliban took control of the Swat Valley in Pakistan, one girl spoke out. Malala Yousafzai refused to be silenced and fought for her right to an education. On Tuesday, October 9, 2012, when she was fifteen, she almost paid the ultimate price. She was shot in the head at point-blank range while riding the bus home from school, and few expected her to survive. Instead, Malala's miraculous recovery has taken her on an extraordinary journey from a remote valley in northern Pakistan to the halls of the United Nations in New York. At sixteen, she has become a global symbol of peaceful protest and the youngest nominee ever for the Nobel Peace Prize.

FIC  Moonglow
Chabon, Michael  LP-5025
A man bears witness to his grandfather's deathbed confessions, which reveal his family's long-buried history and his involvement in a mail-order novelty company, World War II, and the space program.

FIC  The ebb tide
Lewis, Beverly  LP-5004
Sallie Riehl comes to Cape May for the summer as a nanny, yet what the Amish young woman discovers about herself and the broader world during those unforgettable weeks challenges her plans for the future. Has she been too hasty with her promises, or will she only find what her heart is longing for back home in Paradise Township?

FIC  Do not become alarmed
Meloy, Maile  LP-5031
A tropical vacation cruise turns nightmarish for two families whose children go missing during a stop in Central America, a crisis that triggers blame, animosity and new priorities as the once-happy parents scramble to recover their children and their lives.

FIC  Big little lies
Moriarty, Liane  LP-5036
Follows three mothers, each at a crossroads, and their potential involvement in a riot at a school trivia night that leaves one parent dead in what appears to be a tragic accident, but may have been premeditated.
FIC  Most wanted
Scottoline, Lisa        LP-5005
Using a sperm donor to conceive when she learns that her husband is infertile, a happily pregnant woman is shattered to learn that a man arrested for a series of brutal murders is the biological father of her baby.

FIC  Against all odds
Steel, Danielle        LP-5013
A Soho widow struggles with her grown children's plans to gamble their futures in their determination to pursue their hearts, from her attorney daughter's illicit romance with a client to her struggling writer's son's decision to have children before he can afford to support them.

FIC  Saints for all occasions
Sullivan, J. Courtney   LP-5041
Moving from Ireland to America upon coming of age, a shy and responsible older sister and a gregarious young sister who thrives in their new Boston home endure the long-term repercussions of a fateful decision when the younger sister becomes pregnant.

FIC  Cocoa Beach
Williams, Beatriz       LP-5012
Fleeing an oppressive home for the battlefields of World War I France, a Red Cross ambulance driver engages in a passionate affair with a dashing army surgeon before dark secrets separate them and eventually lead her on a quest for answers in seaside Virginia.

HIF  The address
Davis, Fiona           LP-5042
Struggling to rebuild after rehab, an interior designer leaps at a chance to renovate her heiress cousin's lavish apartment and learns the scandalous history of a distant ancestor's connection to the murder of the building's architect a century earlier.

HIF  Beloved hope
Peterson, Tracie       LP-5020
Hope Flanagan survived the massacre at the Whitman Mission, but at a terrible cost. Safe now, her mind and soul are healing. However, this peace is shattered when she is asked to testify at the trial of those responsible. As she confronts the pain of her past, an army lieutenant brings a ray of light into her life. But can she trust him with the truth?

HIF  War cry
Smith, Wilbur A.        LP-5022
Set in Africa between World Wars I and II and finds widower Leon Courtney navigating murky political waters while his headstrong daughter, Saffron, travels to culturally contrasting London to attend Oxford.
HIF  ▪ The duchess  
Steel, Danielle      LP-5016
A tale set in early 19th-century England, Paris and New York follows the endeavors of a noble orphan who, after being thrown out of her ancestral home by a vicious half-sibling, makes her way to Paris, where she takes in abused streetwalkers and transforms them into upper-crust courtesans in an exclusive bordello.

HIF  ▪ Kiss Carlo  
Trigiani, Adriana      LP-5015
Establishing a stable home and Western Union Telegraph Office in post-World War II Philadelphia, the hardworking Palazzini family is shattered by their nephew's epiphany in the wake of a telegram that changes everything for the citizens of a small Italian-American village.

HIS  ▪ The zookeeper's wife  
Ackerman, Diane       LP-5021
When Germany invaded Poland, bombers devastated Warsaw, and the city's zoo along with it. With most of their animals dead, zookeepers Jan and Antonina Zabinski began smuggling Jews into the empty cages, emerging after dark for dinner, socializing and, during rare moments of calm, piano concerts. Jan, active in the Polish resistance, kept ammunition buried in the elephant enclosure and stashed explosives in the animal hospital. Meanwhile, Antonina kept her unusual household afloat, caring for both its human and its animal inhabitants and refusing to give in to the penetrating fear of discovery, even as Europe crumbled around her.

MYSTERY

MYS  ▪ Garden of lamentations  
Crombie, Deborah      LP-5000
While Gemma James investigates the murder of a young nanny who appears to be one of a series of victims, Duncan Kincaid uncovers disturbing information about seemingly unrelated cases that may be putting his friends and family in mortal danger.

MYS  ▪ Deadfall  
Fairstein, Linda       LP-5049
Investigating the drive-by murder of a high-profile city employee, assistant district attorney Alexandra Cooper teams up with NYPD detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace to search for answers in secret societies, a big-game hunting operation, the illegal animal trade and covert government deals.

MYS  ▪ Song of the lion  
Hillerman, Anne        LP-5035
A deadly bombing takes Navajo Tribal cops Bernadette, Manuelito, Jim Chee, and their mentor, the legendary Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn, back into the past to find a vengeful killer.
Savvy investigator Vic leaves her comfort zone in Chicago to investigate the disappearances of a young film student and a faded Hollywood star in Kansas, where a university town, the remnants of the Cold War and long-simmering racial tensions are stirred into violence by mysteries and murders.

When a stranger bursts into her elegant Cairo hotel suite and dies from injuries sustained during an interrupted assassination attempt on her life, Amelia Peabody and her husband, Emerson, witness the discover of one of the most precious Egyptian artifacts while navigating the murderous activities of master-of-disguise, Sethos.

Just as Dennis Mira is about to confront his cousin Edward about selling the West Village brownstone that belonged to their grandfather, he gets a shock: Edward is in front of him, bruised and bloody, and then everything goes black.

Decades after a shattering confrontation that left her mother dead and her sister traumatized, a New York-based lawyer returns to her Atlanta hometown to help her father save the life of a young woman accused of a school shooting.

Overcome by regrets after decades in a loveless and unhappy marriage, Marianne attempts suicide and is abandoned by her husband before finding herself in picturesque Brittany, where she finds loving new friends who encourage her to develop her talents for her own pleasure.

Taking a bank job after her abusive father passes away, Shay risks everything to save her brother from a dangerous drug lord and winds up sentenced to two years in prison before finding love and healing at the side of a widowed pastor.

A headstrong teen quietly training to become an elite equestrian to fulfill her ailing grandfather's ambitions is taken in by a struggling lawyer and her estranged husband, whose lives are thrown into turmoil by a devastating secret.
ROM  The light we lost
Santopolo, Jill       LP-5038
A New York career woman faces a life-altering choice a year after agreeing with a fellow Columbia graduate that they will pursue meaningful lives through each other before he is assigned to do photojournalism in the Middle East, launching a 13-year journey of dreams, betrayals and love.

Science

SCI  Rise of the rocket girls
Holt, Nathalia       LP-5030
The riveting true story of the women who launched America into space. In the 1940s and 50s, when the newly minted Jet Propulsion Laboratory needed quick-thinking mathematicians to calculate velocities and plot trajectories, they didn't turn to male graduates. Rather, they recruited an elite group of young women who, with only pencil, paper, and mathematical prowess, transformed rocket design, helped bring about the first American satellites, and made the exploration of the solar system possible.

Science Fiction

SFF  Ready player one
Cline, Ernest       LP-5048
In the year 2044, reality is an ugly place. The only time teenage Wade Watts really feels alive is when he's jacked into the virtual utopia known as the Oasis. Wade's devoted his life to studying the puzzles hidden within this world's digital confines, and that promise massive power and fortune to whoever can unlock them. But when Wade stumbles upon the first clue, he finds himself beset by players willing to kill to take this ultimate prize. The race is on, and if Wade's going to survive, he'll have to win, and confront the real world he's always been so desperate to escape.

Suspense

SUS  The child
Barton, Fiona       LP-5027
Investigating the discovery of a baby's skeleton in a redeveloped section of London, journalist Kate Waters discovers links to the kidnapping of a baby from a hospital decades earlier before she is targeted by someone who would keep their secrets hidden.

SUS  Price of duty
Brown, Dale         LP-5024
When Russia constructs its most dangerous weapon since the atomic bomb and launches carefully plotted attacks on unsuspecting U.S. and European targets, Brad McLanahan and his Scion team arm themselves with the world's most advanced technological weaponry to prevent a full-scale cyber war.
SUS  No middle name
Child, Lee LP-5037
A high-action anthology of Jack Reacher stories includes a previously unseen novella and 11 other stories collected for the first time in print.

SUS  The gangster
Cussler, Clive LP-5029
It is 1906, and in New York City, the Italian crime group known as the Black Hand is on a spree: kidnapping, extortion, arson. They like to take the oldest tricks and add dynamite. When a coalition of the Black Hand's victims hire out the Van Dorn agency to protect their businesses, their reputations, and their families, Detective Isaac Bell forms a crack squad and begins scouring the city for clues. And then he spots a familiar face.

SUS  The Marsh king's daughter
Dionne, Karen LP-5039
A woman whose birth occurred as a result of her teen mother's abduction and imprisonment in an isolated marshland cabin risks the adult family that does not know her past when she uses survival skills honed in childhood to track down her murderous father.

SUS  Dangerous minds
Evanovich, Janet LP-5045
A follow-up to Curious Minds pits mismatched partners Riley Moon, a financial analyst; and Emerson Knight, an eccentric billionaire's son, against a big-league criminal whose activities pose a series of puzzle-like clues.

SUS  Most dangerous place
Grippando, James LP-5009
When an old school friend's wife is accused of murdering the man who had assaulted her, Jack Swyteck finds the case unexpectedly complicated, in a thriller based on true events.

SUS  Camino Island
Grisham, John LP-5034
A young woman is recruited to recover priceless F. Scott Fitzgerald manuscripts that were stolen during a daring heist.

SUS  Heartbreak hotel
Kellerman, Jonathan LP-5001
Surprised by a nearly 100-year-old new client who refuses to explain the reason she needs his services at their first session, Alex Delaware is shocked by the woman's subsequent murder and teams up with detective Milo Sturgis to investigate her mysterious life and death.

SUS  End of watch
King, Stephen LP-5043
Mr. Mercedes finds mental patient Brady Hartsfield manifesting powers to commit deadly acts without leaving his hospital room, while retired detective Bill Hodges and his partner investigate a suicide with ties to the Mercedes Massacre.
**SUS \& Secret sisters**  
Krentz, Jayne Ann \hspace{1cm} LP-5008  
Madeline and Daphne were once as close as sisters until a secret tore them apart. Now, it might take them to their graves. Nearly two decades after her childhood and her friendship with Daphne were destroyed in one traumatic night, a dying man's last words convey a warning to Madeline: the secrets she believed buried forever have been discovered.

**SUS \& I see you**  
Mackintosh, Clare \hspace{1cm} LP-5010  
Spotting her own picture in a classified ad referencing a mysterious website, Zoe discovers that other women who have appeared in the ad have become the victims of increasingly violent crimes.

**SUS \& Fierce kingdom**  
Phillips, Gin \hspace{1cm} LP-5047  
Trapped in a closed zoo after witnessing a life-shattering event, a woman and her four-year-old son navigate the zoo's hidden pathways and under-renovation exhibits to stay ahead of a dangerous adversary who tests their survival and the limits of the mother-child bond.

**SUS \& Echoes in death**  
Robb, J. D. \hspace{1cm} LP-5026  
Rescuing a severely traumatized survivor of a violent house invasion that ended the life of her obsessive husband, New York lieutenant Eve Dallas makes unsettling discoveries about the victim while struggling to piece together baffling clues about the killer.

**SUS \& Golden prey**  
Sandford, John \hspace{1cm} LP-5011  
A series of audacious robberies compels newly appointed U.S. marshal Lucas Davenport to investigate the possible return of a gang leader who once killed two FBI agents.

**SUS \& Extreme prey**  
Sandford, John \hspace{1cm} LP-5046  
Invited to join his governor friend's campaign staff for the presidency, Lucas Davenport discovers that the governor is being stalked by a would-be assassin who proves lethal to anyone in the way of his target.

**SUS \& Corrupted**  
Scottoline, Lisa \hspace{1cm} LP-5002  
Now, a case from her past shows her how differently things might have turned out. Thirteen years ago, Bennie Rosato took on Jason Leftavick, a twelve-year-old boy who was sent to a juvenile detention center after fighting a class bully. Bennie couldn't free Jason, and to this day it's the case that haunts her. Jason has grown up in and out of juvenile prison, and his adulthood hasn't been any easier. Bennie no longer represents those accused of murder, but when Jason is indicted for killing the same bully he fought with as a kid, she sees no choice but to represent him.
SUS & House of spies
Silva, Daniel LP-5032
A latest entry in the best-selling series continues the adventures of Israeli assassin and art restorer-turned-spy Gabriel Allon.

SUS & The secrets you keep
White, Kate LP-5044
A successful self-help author, recovering from a devastating car accident, finds her life spiraling dangerously out of control in the face of a caterer's murder and her husband's ominous secrets.

WES & Ralph Compton
Robbins, David LP-5007
All Owen Burnett's ever wanted is his wife's affection, his children's health, and a little plot of land to farm. But when his neighbor offers a proposition that could make him rich, he can't refuse. Rounding up cattle in the Texas Hill Country is dangerous. But the greatest threat is one Owen never expected: his ruthless and conniving business partner.

WES & West of Penance
Clagett, Thomas D. LP-5006
Territory of New Mexico, 1875. Archbishop Jean-Baptiste Lamy needs money to complete the new cathedral he's building in Santa Fe. He comes to see Father Clement Grantaire, pastor of a small parish near the Texas border, for help. Father Grantaire has a checkered past, but he also has an idea: he can use his less-than-priestly gambling skills to obtain money for the cathedral.
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